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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates in general to the field of
communications and, more particularly, to a system and
method to provide power management for a multimode
access point (AP) in a network environment.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Networking architectures have grown increas-
ingly complex in communication environments. For ex-
ample, small cells have gained notoriety due to their ca-
pabilities to connect wireless devices to a network. In
general terms, small cell access points can operate in a
licensed spectrum to connect user equipment to the net-
work, often using broadband connections. For a mobile
operator, small cell access points can offer improve-
ments to both coverage and capacity, which is particu-
larly applicable to indoor networking environments where
macro cell networks typically suffer coverage limitations.
Small cell access points can also offer an alternative net-
working architecture to deliver the benefits of scalable
small cell deployments. However, small cell access
points consume power even if there are no users con-
nected to the small cell access points. As the number of
small cell access points that are deployed in a network
increases, increased power consumption of the small cell
access points becomes a concern of network operators.
Accordingly, there are significant challenges in managing
power for networks that include small cell access points.
[0003] US 2013/273906 describes switching on or
switching off at least part of a radio access node, such
as a femtonode functionality radio section and/or other
radio sections, as a function of, respectively, the recep-
tion by said radio access node, of a radio signal trans-
mitted by a wireless portable processing device, or the
absence of such a reception, where said radio signal is
a low-power radio signal transmitted by a low-power radio
interface of said wireless portable processing device.
[0004] US 2012/052793 describes a power-saving
system and methodology that reduces interference, un-
necessary signaling and allows for more pertinent net-
work listen measurements, by employing Bluetooth®
technology in a femto access point (FAP). Moreover, a
cellular transmitter in the FAP remains deactivated and
is activated only if a UE, authorized for femtocell access,
is within the femtocell coverage area. Bluetooth pairing
is employed to identify authorized UEs within the femto-
cell coverage area. In an example, the FAP includes a
Bluetooth modem that broadcasts a unique Bluetooth
identity (ID) and facilitates Bluetooth pairing with nearby
UEs. During the interval when the cellular transmitter is
deactivated, the FAP performs background activities
(e.g., network listen scanning and/or femto jamming of
macro pilot). Additionally, a Bluetooth repeater is embed-
ded within the FAP that extends the range of a Bluetooth-

enabled device to the femtocell coverage area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] To provide a more complete understanding of
the present disclosure and features and advantages
thereof, reference is made to the following description,
taken in conjunction with the accompanying figures,
wherein like reference numerals represent like parts, in
which:

FIGURE 1A is a simplified block diagram illustrating
a communication system to facilitate power manage-
ment for a multimode WiFi access point (AP) in a
network environment according to one embodiment
of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 1B is a simplified block diagram illustrating
example details that can be associated with the mul-
timode WiFi AP of FIGURE 1A in accordance with
one potential embodiment;
FIGURE 2 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating
example operations that can be associated with pro-
viding power management for a multimode WiFi AP
in a network environment in accordance with one
potential embodiment of the communication system;
FIGURES 3A-3D is a simplified interaction diagram
illustrating example details that can be associated
with providing power management for a multimode
WiFi AP in accordance with various potential em-
bodiments of the communication system; and
FIGURES 4A-4D is a simplified interaction diagram
illustrating other example details that can be asso-
ciated with providing power management for a mul-
timode WiFi AP in accordance with various potential
embodiments of the communication system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODI-
MENTS

OVERVIEW

[0006] Embodiments of the invention are carried out
according to the accompanying independent claims.
A method is provided in one example embodiment and
may include determining whether at least one user equip-
ment (UE) is present within a combined WiFi coverage
area that overlaps a small cell coverage area of a multi-
mode access point (AP), wherein the multimode AP com-
prises a WiFi AP portion and a small cell AP portion; and
controlling a power saving mode for the small cell AP
portion of the multimode AP based on whether at least
one UE is determined to be present within the combined
WiFi coverage area that overlaps the small cell coverage
area of the multimode AP. In some cases, the method
can further include configuring a mapping associating
the small cell coverage area to the combined WiFi cov-
erage area, wherein the combined WiFi coverage area
comprises a plurality of WiFi coverage areas for a plurality
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of WiFi APs that overlap the small cell coverage area,
wherein a WiFi coverage area of the WiFi AP portion of
the multimode AP is included in the mapping.
[0007] In one instance, the power saving mode can be
associated with enabling or disabling power for the small
cell AP portion of the multimode AP. In such an instance,
the controlling can include one of: disabling power for the
small cell AP portion of the multimode AP via a Wireless
Local Area Network (LAN) Controller (WLAN) if at least
one UE is not determined to be present within the com-
bined WiFi coverage area; and enabling power for the
small cell AP portion of the multimode AP via a Wireless
Local Area Network (LAN) Controller (WLAN) if at least
one UE is determined to be present within the combined
WiFi coverage area.
[0008] In another instance, the power saving mode can
be associated with enabling or disabling power for at least
one of a transmitter and a receiver of the small cell AP
portion of the multimode AP. In such an instance, the
controlling can further include one of: disabling power for
the at least one of the transmitter and the receiver of the
small cell AP portion of the multimode AP via a small cell
management system if at least one UE is not determined
to be present within the combined WiFi coverage area;
and enabling power for the at least one of the transmitter
and the receiver of the small cell AP portion of the mul-
timode AP via a small cell management system if at least
one UE is determined to be present within the combined
WiFi coverage area.
[0009] In some cases, a particular UE can be deter-
mined to be present within the combined WiFi coverage
area based on the particular UE completing an 802.11
association procedure with at least one of the: WiFi AP
portion of the multimode AP and a one of a plurality of
WiFi APs within the combined WiFi coverage area. In
another instance, a particular UE can be determined to
be present within the combined WiFi coverage area
based on the particular UE completing an 802.11 probing
procedure with at least one of the: WiFi AP portion of the
multimode AP and a one of a plurality of WiFi APs within
the combined WiFi coverage area.

EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0010] Turning to FIGURE 1A, FIGURE 1A is a simpli-
fied block diagram illustrating a communication system
100 to facilitate providing power management for a mul-
timode WiFi AP in a network environment according to
one embodiment of the present disclosure. This particu-
lar configuration may be tied to the 3rd Generation Part-
nership Project (3GPP) architecture for an Evolved Pack-
et System (EPS) architecture, also sometimes referred
to as the Long Term Evolution (LTE) EPS architecture.
Alternatively, the depicted architecture may be applica-
ble to other environments equally. FIGURE 1B is de-
scribed with reference to the multimode WiFi AP shown
in FIGURE 1A.
[0011] The example architecture of FIGURE 1A may

include users operating user equipment (UE) 110a-110b
within a radio access network (RAN) 112, a service net-
work 114, a mobile core network 116, a Mobility Analytics
Engine (MAE) 180 and a Mobility Service Engine (MSE)
182 within communication system 100. RAN 112 can in-
clude a multimode WiFi access point (AP) 150 and one
or more single mode WiFi Access Points (APs) 160a-
160b. Multimode WiFi AP 150 can be configured with a
small cell AP module, discussed below with regard to
FIGURE 1B, which may have a logical connection to a
small cell gateway 134 and a small cell management
system 136 via service network 114. Multimode WiFi AP
150 can have a logical connection to a wireless local area
network (LAN) controller 162 via service network 114.
Wireless LAN (WLAN) controller 162 may have a logical
connection to a wireless LAN (WLAN) access gateway
(AGW) 164, which may have a logical connection to mo-
bile core network 116. Each WiFi AP 160a-160b can also
have a logical connection to WLAN controller 162. In at
least one embodiment, MAE 180 can also have a logical
connection to WLAN controller 162
[0012] Small cell management system 136 may have
a logical connection to MAE 180, WLAN controller 162
may have a logical connection to MSE 182 and MAE 180
can have a logical connection to MSE 182. Small cell
management system 136 can include a power manage-
ment module 170a, MAE 180 can include a power man-
agement module 170b, MSE 182 can include a power
management module 170c and WLAN controller 162 can
include a power management module 170d.
[0013] In general, RAN 112 may provide a communi-
cations interface between UE 110a-110b, service net-
work 114, mobile core network 116 and/or the Internet
(not shown) for one or more 3GPP and/or non-3GPP
Internet protocol (IP) access networks. In various em-
bodiments, 3GPP access networks can include Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) Enhanced
Data Rates for GSM (EDGE) radio access network
(GERAN), a Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem (UMTS) Terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN),
generally referred to as 3G, and/or a LTE access network
such as evolved UTRAN (E-UTRAN), generally referred
to as 4G or LTE/LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). In various em-
bodiments, non-3GPP IP access networks can include
wireless local area networks (WLANs), which can be de-
fined according to the Institute of Electrical and Electron-
ics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 802.11 (e.g., WiFi),
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX), Bluetooth™ or the like.
[0014] As referred to herein in this Specification, the
terms ’user’, ’subscriber’, ’UE’ and ’user/UE’ can be used
interchangeably. It should be understood that a user, or
more particularly, a subscriber, can be associated with
the operation of a corresponding UE for one or more voice
and/or data sessions. In various embodiments, a sub-
scriber associated with a given UE can be identified using
one or more identifiers such as, for example, an IMSI or
a Temporary IMSI (T-IMSI). An IMSI for a given subscrib-
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er is typically stored on a Subscriber Identity Module
(SIM) (e.g., a SIM card) within the subscriber’s UE.
[0015] Referring to FIGURE 1B, FIGURE 1B is a sim-
plified block diagram illustrating example details associ-
ated with multimode WiFi AP 150. As shown in FIGURE
1B, multimode WiFi AP 150 can include a system con-
troller 151, a WiFi controller 152, at least one processor
153, at least one memory element 154, a storage 155, a
WiFi transmitter 156, a WiFi receiver 157, one or more
antenna(s) 158 and one or more communication inter-
face(s) 159. Small cell AP module 140 can include a small
cell controller 142, at least one processor 143, at least
one memory element 144, a storage 145, a small cell
transmitter 146, a small cell receiver 147 and one or more
antenna(s) 148. Small cell controller 142 can be config-
ured to include a power controller 141.
[0016] In one embodiment, small cell AP module 140
can be a removable, modular device that can be plugged-
in to or otherwise electrically connected to multimode
WiFi AP 150 similar to a daughter card or module. Thus,
multimode WiFi AP 150 can be considered a base unit
to which one or more daughter cards or modules can be
electrically connected. In some embodiments, multimode
WiFi AP 150 can be configured to receive multiple small
cell AP modules (e.g., a 2G/3G small cell AP module, a
4G small cell AP module, a 5G module etc.) and/or a
multi-Radio Access Technology (RAT) type small cell AP
capable of any combination of 2G, 3G, 4G and/or 5G
RAT types. Accordingly, multimode WiFi AP 150 can in-
clude a small cell AP portion and a WiFi AP portion to
provide multimode (e.g., multi-RAT) connectivity for one
or more UE.
[0017] In at least one embodiment for multimode WiFi
AP 150, at least one processor 153 is at least one hard-
ware processor configured to execute various tasks, op-
erations and/or functions of multimode WiFi AP 150 as
described herein and at least one memory element 154
is configured to store data associated with multimode
WiFi AP 150. In various embodiments, storage 155 for
multimode WiFi AP 150 can be configured to store infor-
mation associated with various operations as described
herein including, but not limited to, storing a power saving
mode configuration for small cell AP module 140; storing
communication protocol and/or interfacing information;
combinations thereof or any other information as dis-
cussed herein. In various embodiments, WiFi controller
152 can operate to implement various WiFi functionality
including, but not limited to: facilitating 802.11 proce-
dures including, for example, 802.11 probing and asso-
ciation procedures as prescribed by IEEE standards; fa-
cilitating other 802.11 connectivity operations as pre-
scribed by IEEE standards; facilitating communications
with WLAN controller 162 and WLAN access gateway
164 using any appropriate proprietary and/or non-propri-
etary protocol, interface and/or communication standard,
combinations thereof or the like. In at least one embod-
iment, WiFi transmitter 156 and WiFi receiver 157 can
operate in combination with one or more antenna(s) 158

and/or one or more other elements of multimode WiFi
AP 150 to facilitate over the air WiFi communications with
one or more UE for various operations as described here-
in.
[0018] In at least one embodiment, system controller
151 can operate to implement various operations as de-
scribed herein including, but not limited to: controlling a
power saving mode configured for small cell AP module
140 via WLAN controller 162 including power manage-
ment module 170d and/or MSE 182 including power
management module 170c; facilitating communications
with small cell AP module 140 via small cell controller
142 and/or power controller 141 using any appropriate
proprietary and/or non-proprietary protocol, interface
and/or communication standard; facilitating communica-
tions with one or more of WLAN controller 162 including
power management module 170d and MSE 182 includ-
ing power management module 170c via communication
interface(s) 159 using any appropriate proprietary and/or
non-proprietary protocol, interface and/or communica-
tion standard; facilitating WiFi communications with one
or more UE, combinations thereof or the like as described
herein.
[0019] In various embodiments, communication inter-
face(s) can include Ethernet, Power over Ethernet (PoE),
Fibre Channel (FC), IEEE 1394, serial, parallel or any
other communication interface that can facilitate network
communications between multimode WiFi AP 150, small
cell AP module 140 and/or any other cards or modules
electrically connected to multimode WiFi AP 150 using
any appropriate proprietary and/or non-proprietary pro-
tocol, interface and/or communication standard.
[0020] In at least one embodiment for small cell AP
module 140, at least one processor 143 is at least one
hardware processor configured to execute various tasks,
operations and/or functions of small cell AP module as
described herein and at least one memory element 154
is configured to store data associated with small cell AP
module 140. In various embodiments, storage 145 for
small cell AP module 140 can be configured to store in-
formation associated with various operations as de-
scribed herein including, but not limited to, storing a pow-
er saving mode configuration for small cell AP module
140; storing communication protocol and/or interfacing
information; combinations thereof or any other informa-
tion as discussed herein. In at least one embodiment,
small cell transmitter 146 and small cell receiver can op-
erate in combination with one or more antenna(s) 148
and/or one or more other elements of small cell AP mod-
ule 140 to facilitate over the air 3GPP communications
with one or more UE for various operations as described
herein.
[0021] In various embodiments, small cell controller
142 can operate to implement various small cell function-
ality including, but not limited to: facilitating connection
and control procedures for small cell AP module 140 in-
cluding, for example, Radio Resource Control (RRC) pro-
cedures, Non-Access Stratum (NAS) procedures, Radio
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Resource Management (RRM) procedures, registration
procedures with small cell management system 136 and
small cell gateway 134, etc. as prescribed by 3GPP
standards; facilitating communications with small cell
management system 136 and/or small cell gateway 134,
combinations thereof or the like.
[0022] In at least one embodiment, power controller
141 can be configured to implement various power con-
trol functionality for small cell AP module 140 including
facilitating communications with small cell controller 141
and system controller 151 of multimode WiFi AP 150 in
order to enable or disable power for the small cell AP
module 140 based on interactions with system controller
151 according to a first alternative power saving mode
configuration that can be configured for small cell AP
module 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150, as described in
further detail herein. In at least one other embodiment,
power controller 141 can be configured to implement var-
ious power control functionality for small cell AP module
140 including facilitating communications with small cell
controller 141 and small cell management system 136
including power management module 170a in order to
enable or disable power for at least one of the small cell
transmitter 146 and/or the small cell receiver 147 based
on interactions with small cell management system 136
and/or power management module 170a according to a
second alternative power saving mode configuration that
can be configured for small cell AP module 140 of mul-
timode WiFi AP 150, as described in further detail herein.
[0023] In one embodiment, each of power manage-
ment modules 170a-170d (as shown in FIGURE 1A) can
be associated with a power management Application
Programming Interface (API) and/or logic that can facil-
itate the exchange of communications associated with
providing power management operations as described
herein. In one embodiment, each of power management
modules 170a-170d can further be configured with cer-
tain communication protocols, interfaces and/or other
communication standards, proprietary and/or non-pro-
prietary, to facilitate the exchange of communications be-
tween a small cell network and a WiFi network, as de-
scribed herein for communication system 100.
[0024] Example features illustrated in FIGURES 1A
and 1B will be referred to collectively for the remainder
of the Specification. Small cell AP module 140 of multi-
mode WiFi AP 150 may provide a small cell coverage
area 132, shown in FIGURE 1A. Multimode WiFi AP 150
may provide a WiFi coverage area 166. Each WiFi AP
160a-160b may provide a respective WiFi coverage area
168a-168b. Each of the coverage areas illustrated in FIG-
URE 1A can be varied by adjusting the transmit power
of each corresponding AP. Typically, small cell coverage
area of a given small cell AP covers a larger region in
comparison to WiFi coverage area of a given WiFi AP.
Multiple WiFi APs are often needed to provide a WiFi
coverage area covered by a single small cell AP. Thus,
in various embodiments, depending on deployment lo-
cation and configuration by a network operator, small cell

coverage area 132 can be configured to overlap with WiFi
coverage area 166 and WiFi coverage areas 168a-168b.
In some embodiments, WiFi coverage area 166, WiFi
coverage area 168a and/or WiFi coverage area 168b can
overlap with each other in whole or in part.
[0025] Small cell AP module 140 of multimode WiFi
AP 150 can offer suitable connectivity to one or more UE
(e.g., UE 110a-110b) via respective small cell coverage
area 132 for one or more radio access networks using
any appropriate protocol or technique. For 4G/LTE de-
ployments, small cell AP module 140 can be configured
as a Home evolved Node B (HeNB) and for 2G/3G de-
ployments, small cell AP module 140 can be configured
as a Home Node B (HNB). The WiFi portion (e.g., receiv-
er, transmitter, etc.) of multimode WiFi AP 150 can offer
suitable WiFi connectivity to one or more UE (e.g., UE
110a-110b) via WiFi coverage area 166. Thus, in general
terms, multimode WiFi AP 150 can represent a radio ac-
cess point device that can allows UEs to connect to a
wired network using WiFi, Bluetooth™, WiMAX, any var-
iation of IEEE 802.11, 2G, 3G, 4G or any other appropri-
ate standard.
[0026] Each WiFi AP 160a, 160b can offer suitable
WiFi connectivity to one or more UE (e.g., UE 110a-110b)
via respective coverage areas 168a, 168b. Each of mul-
timode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b
may be in further communication with WLAN controller
162, which may be responsible for enforcing or applying
system wide wireless LAN functions, such as security
policies, intrusion prevention, RF management, power
management, Quality of Service (QoS), and mobility
management. MSE 182 can be configured to provide lo-
cation services for the WiFi network including, but not
limited to, determining location(s) of WiFi enabled devic-
es such as, for example UE 110a-110b. In certain em-
bodiments, MSE 182 can determine the location of one
or more UE via one or more location techniques using,
for example, received signal strength indicator (RSSI)
information, time difference of arrival (TDOA) informa-
tion, etc. collected from one or more WiFi APs receiving
probing signals from the UE in order to triangulate the
location of UE located in a vicinity of the one or more
WiFi APs. In at least one embodiment, MSE 182 can be
configured with one or more Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs), which can facilitate communication
with MAE 180 and WLAN controller 162 to provide loca-
tion services for the WiFi network including WiFi APs
160a-160b and multimode WiFi AP 150.
[0027] WLAN controller 162 can further include power
management module 170d which, in combination with
power management module 170c of MSE 182 and/or
power management module 170b of MAE 180 can facil-
itate power management for small cell AP module 140
of multimode WiFi AP 150 via system controller 151 of
multimode WiFi AP 150, as described in further detail
herein.
[0028] WLAN controller 162 may be in further commu-
nication with wireless LAN access gateway 164, which
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may provide connectivity to one or more packet data net-
works for UE 110a-110b via mobile core network 116. In
various embodiments, wireless LAN access gateway 164
may be implemented as a ’SaMOG’ access gateway.
3GPP standards, such as, for example, Release 11 (Rel-
11), define interworking between a WLAN and LTE ac-
cess systems (e.g., mobile core network 116) for S2a
Mobility based on General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
tunneling protocol (GTP), generally referred to using the
term ’SaMOG’.
[0029] Hence, the broad term ’access point’ can be
inclusive of a WiFi access point (WAP), a femtocell, a
hotspot, a picocell, a WiFi array, a wireless bridge (e.g.,
between networks sharing a same Service Set Identifier
(SSID) and radio channel), a wireless local area network
(WLAN), an HNB, an HeNB or any other suitable access
device, which may be capable of providing suitable con-
nectivity to a given UE. In certain cases, an access point
can connect to a router (via a wired or wireless network),
which can relay data between the UE and other UE of
the network. Note as referred to herein in this Specifica-
tion a small cell AP (e.g., small cell AP module 140) may
also be referred to interchangeably as an ’HNB’, an
’HeNB’, a ’small cell’, a ’femtocell’, a ’femto’ or a ’picocell’.
[0030] Small cell gateway 134 may aggregate connec-
tivity of small cell AP module 140 and any other small
APs that may be present in communication system 100
to mobile core network 116. In various embodiments,
small cell management system 136 may, during opera-
tion, provision small cell AP module 140 of multimode
WiFi AP 150 according to one or more management pro-
tocols and/or data models during registration of the small
cell AP module 140 with the small cell gateway 134. For
example, small cell management system 136 can provi-
sion small cell AP module 140 according to technical re-
port 069 (TR-069) protocol using the TR-196 version 2
data model, in certain embodiments. Typically, a small
cell AP registers with a small cell gateway during initial-
ization of the small cell AP following power-on of the small
cell AP as prescribed by 3GPP TS 25.467, etc.
[0031] Note that small cell AP module 140 of multi-
mode WiFi AP 150, small cell gateway 134 and small cell
management system 136 can collectively be referred to
interchangeably herein as a ’small cell layer’, a ’small cell
system’ or a ’small cell network’. Note also that multimode
WiFi AP 150, WiFi APs 160a-160b, wireless LAN con-
troller 162, WLAN AGW 164 and MSE 182 can collec-
tively be referred to interchangeably herein as a ’WiFi
layer’, a ’WiFi system’ or a ’WiFi network’. As the cover-
age areas for each of the networks (e.g., small cell, WiFi)
can overlap, neighbor and/or surround each other, these
networks can be referenced in relation to each other us-
ing the terms ’parallel networks’ or ’parallel layers’ herein
in this Specification.
[0032] Although not shown in FIGURE 1A, it should be
understood that a small cell system and/or a WiFi system
can form an overlay layer for an existing macro cell net-
work. As discussed in further detail herein, small cells

can provide improved cellular connectivity in areas where
coverage or service from a macro cell network is con-
strained due to interference (e.g., within a building)
and/or due to subscriber density (e.g., within an apart-
ment complex, commercial/retail complex, enterprise en-
vironment, etc. Generally, upon entering the coverage
area of a small cell network, UE can be handed over from
a macro cell network.
[0033] In at least one embodiment, multimode WiFi AP
150 and WiFi APs 160a-160b can be deployed in busi-
ness (e.g., enterprise) and/or residential environments
within predefined clusters or grids that can be optimized
to provide contiguous or overlapping cellular and WiFi
coverage for enterprise users (e.g., employees, visitors,
etc.) and/or residential users when such users are locat-
ed within the coverage area(s) of multimode WiFi AP 150
and WiFi AP 160a-160b deployed in such a cluster/grid.
[0034] In various embodiments, small cell manage-
ment system 136 can also be used to configure or man-
age grid or cluster information for groups of small cell
radio APs at power-on including, but not limited to, con-
figuring grid/cluster identities (IDs) for different
grids/clusters, configuring cell IDs for small cell AP mod-
ule 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150 and any other small
cell APs that may be present in communication system
100 (e.g., local or global); configuring physical layer iden-
tifiers (e.g., primary scrambling code (PSC), physical cell
identity (PCI)) for small cell AP module 140 of multimode
WiFi AP 150 and any other small cell APs that may be
present in communication system 100; configuring loca-
tion area code (LAC) information, routing area code
(RAC) information, tracking area code (TAC) information,
etc. for small cell AP module 140 of multimode WiFi AP
150 and any other small cell APs that may be present in
communication system 100, combinations thereof or the
like. Small cell management system 136 can further in-
clude power management module 170a, which, in com-
bination with power management module 170b of MAE
180 can facilitate power management for small cell AP
module 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150 via power con-
troller 141 of small cell AP module 140 as described in
further detail herein.
[0035] In various embodiments, multimode WiFi AP
150 can be configured in a Closed access mode or Hybrid
access mode. For a Closed access mode deployment,
users who are not included on an authorization list (e.g.,
whitelist, enterprise directory list, directory list, etc.) for a
WiFi AP cannot be served by the WiFi AP (e.g., cannot
attach to the WiFi AP). For a Hybrid access mode de-
ployment, a WiFi can be deployed having a partially
Closed access mode (e.g., reserving certain resources,
bandwidth, etc. for whitelisted users) and a partially Open
access mode (e.g., providing certain resources, band-
width, etc. for non-whitelisted users). In various embod-
iments, a whitelist service or server (not shown) for the
WiFi layer may be configured within WLAN controller 162
or WLAN controller 162 may interface with an external
whitelist service or server to provide whitelist services for
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one or more WiFi APs deployed in communication sys-
tem 100 for authenticating UEs seeking to attach to a
given WiFi AP.
[0036] In at least one embodiment, small cell gateway
134 can determine whitelist entries for small cell AP mod-
ule 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150 using a Remote Au-
thentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) Access Re-
quest procedure. During operation, small cell AP module
140 can query a whitelist service or server for the small
cell layer using an International Mobile Subscriber Iden-
tity (IMSI) of a user associated with a given UE (e.g., UE
110a-110b) to determine if the UE can attach to the small
cell AP module 140 of the multimode WiFi AP 150. In at
least one embodiment, a whitelist service or server can
be included within a 3GPP Authentication, Authorization
and Accounting (AAA) service/server or can be separate
from such a service/server. In at least one embodiment,
a whitelist service or server can be configured in residen-
tial environments (e.g., identifying users, residents, etc.
capable of accessing one or more small cell APs in a
home, apartment, etc.) or in commercial or enterprise
environments (e.g., identifying users, employees,
guests, etc. capable of accessing one or more small cell
APs in an office, building, set of buildings, etc.). In still
some embodiments, a whitelist service or server may be
deployed within mobile core network 116, within service
network 114 and/or distributed across mobile core net-
work 116 and service network 114. In some embodi-
ments, a whitelist server or service for a WiFi layer and
a whitelist server or service for a small cell layer may be
a same server or service.
[0037] In various embodiments, MAE 180 can be con-
figured to provide network analytics across parallel layers
of communication system 100 (e.g., small cell layer, WiFi
layer, macro layer) by receiving and/or gathering data
associated with each of the layers to manage a power
saving mode of the small cell AP module 140 of multi-
mode WiFi AP 150. In various embodiments, data gath-
ered and/or received by MAE 180 can include location
information for UE 110a-110b, user activity (e.g., data
usage), loading information, interference information
combinations thereof or any other data associated with
one or more Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for com-
munication system 100. In various embodiments, MAE
180 can be configured with one or more APIs to facilitate
receiving and/or gathering data within communication
system 100 via small cell management system 136, MSE
182 and/or WLAN controller 162.
[0038] In at least one embodiment, MSE 182 can be
configured by a network operator or service provider with
location information for each of multimode WiFi AP 150
and WiFi APs 160a-160b. In various embodiments, the
location information can include a mapping that associ-
ates the small cell coverage area 132 to a combined WiFi
coverage area that overlays the small cell coverage area
132 such that WiFi coverage area 166 of multimode WiFi
AP 150 and WiFi coverage areas 168a-168b of WiFi APs
160a-160b, respectively, are associated with the com-

bined WiFi coverage area that is shared with the small
cell coverage area 132. The association of small cell AP
module 140 having small cell coverage area 132 shared
with WiFi coverage areas 166, 168a and 168b can be
used to define a group area that includes multimode WiFi
AP 150, WiFi APs 160a and 160b and the small cell AP
module 140 connected to multimode WiFi AP 150. UE
presence within WiFi coverage areas 166, 168a and
168b for the group area can be monitored in order to
manage the power saving mode of the small cell AP mod-
ule 140. In various embodiments, location information
can include grid and/or cluster IDs for the small cell cov-
erage area 132 and the WiFi coverage areas 166, 168a
and 168b; Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates,
latitude/longitude coordinates, landmark identifiers (e.g.,
for an office complex, for example, landmark identifiers
can include room numbers, names, floors, wings, build-
ings, etc.), combinations thereof or the like.
[0039] During operation, in at least one embodiment,
the group based mapping of the small cell coverage area
132 and the combined WiFi coverage area including WiFi
coverage areas 166, 168a and 168b into a defined group
area can be used by MAE 180 to manage the power
saving mode of the small cell AP module 140 for multi-
mode WiFi AP 150. Group area information can be ex-
changed between MSE 182 and MAE 180 at start-up,
initialization, periodically or combinations thereof such
that MAE 180 can store the group area information for
the group area defined for the shared small cell and WiFi
coverage areas. MAE 180 can monitor the group area
for UE WiFi activity to manage the power saving mode
of the small cell AP module 140 of multimode WiFi AP
150.
[0040] Before detailing additional operational aspects
of FIGURE 1A, it is important to understand common
techniques for providing power management for small
cell networks. The following foundation is offered ear-
nestly for teaching purposes only and, therefore should
not be construed in any way to limit the broad teachings
of the present disclosure.
[0041] As referred to herein in this Specification the
terms ’electric power’ or, more generally, ’power’ de-
scribe the rate at which electrical energy is transferred
by an electrical circuit (e.g., Power = Volts ∗ Current).
Power is typically represented in units of Watts (W), mil-
liwatts (mW), etc. As referred to herein in this Specifica-
tion, the terms ’electrical energy’ or, more generally ’en-
ergy’ describe the capacity to do work, which equates to
power integrated over time. Energy is typically represent-
ed in units of kilowatt-hours (kWh). Energy consumption
for a device (e.g., a small cell AP) can refer to the amount
of power consumed by the device over a period of time;
thus, energy consumption of the device can be managed
by controlling the amount of power consumed by the de-
vice at or across different periods of time.
[0042] In many network architectures, small cell APs
can be deployed as autonomous units to improve recep-
tion in areas with poor coverage, within buildings where
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coverage is reduced by the structure itself, or to offload
usage from macro cell networks, which may be overload-
ed. Essentially, small cell APs are fully featured base
stations that can provide proximate coverage in a busi-
ness (e.g., enterprise) and/or residential environment.
Typically, small cell APs operate at lower Radio Frequen-
cy (RF) power levels as compared to macro cell radios.
Calls can be made and received, where the signals are
sent (potentially encrypted) from small cell APs via a serv-
ice network (e.g., service network 114) to one of the serv-
ice provider’s main switching centers. Thus, a small cell
AP generally operates as a mini tower for proximate us-
ers.
[0043] An increasing density of small cell deployments
is raising alarms with service providers about the cumu-
lative effects of energy consumption by small cell APs.
Most residential small cells are idle during the day when
users are away. However, they continue to consume en-
ergy and generate downlink (DL) RF pollution (e.g., RF
interference) with their ongoing common pilot channel
(CPICH) broadcasts (e.g., small cell APs have a flat pow-
er to load curve). In a similar manner, small cell APs in
an enterprise environment may support more users dur-
ing different periods of the day (e.g., day vs. night) and/or
on different days of the week (e.g., weekends, holidays,
etc.). In many urban environments, business hours are
exactly the time when most activity occurs outside the
residence.
[0044] This means that for long periods, small cell APs
(e.g., either within business or residential environments)
may have no associated UEs within their coverage area.
In these situations, small cell APs are effectively energy
consumption points and interference sources, both con-
suming energy and potentially degrading the perform-
ance of surrounding RF networks with RF pollution with
no appreciable benefit since the small cell APs aren’t
offloading any traffic. Accordingly, it would be desirable
to reduce the energy consumption of small cell APs and
eliminate or reduce interference generated by small cell
APs when they are not serving UE.
[0045] Within the industry, there exists a desire to au-
tomate the power control of small cell APs to limit their
interference and reduce their energy consumption. Spe-
cifically with regard to multimode WiFi APs can provide
WiFi connectivity as a base function and can include a
small cell AP module to provide 2G, 3G and/or 4G con-
nectivity, there exists a desire to automate the power
control of a small cell AP module using a base WiFi AP
to limit the interference and reduce the energy consump-
tion of the small cell AP module.
[0046] In accordance with one embodiment, commu-
nication system 100 can provide a system and method
to facilitate power management of a small cell AP module
of a given multimode WiFi AP (e.g., small cell AP module
140 of multimode WiFi AP 150) based on UE WiFi activity
determined via one or more WiFi APs (e.g., multimode
WiFi AP 150 and/or WiFi APs 160a-160b) is within a de-
fined group area that overlays the small cell coverage

area of the small cell AP module of the multimode WiFi
AP (e.g., small cell coverage area 132). In certain em-
bodiments, operations described herein can be executed
by respective hardware processors of configured for one
or more elements of communication system 100.
[0047] In at least one embodiment, power manage-
ment of the small cell AP module 140 can be facilitated
by controlling a power saving mode configured for the
small cell AP module 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150.
Embodiments discussed herein can provide for at least
two alternative power saving mode configurations for the
small cell AP module 140. In at least one embodiment,
the power saving mode for the small cell AP module 140
of multimode WiFi AP 150 can be configured according
to a first alternative to enable or disable power to the
small cell AP module 140 (e.g., power-on or power-on)
based on one or more power management trigger(s) to
reduce power consumption of the small cell AP module
140 to zero power consumption. In at least one embod-
iment, the power saving mode for the small cell AP mod-
ule 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150 can be configured
according to a second alternative to enable or disable a
standby mode for small cell AP module 140 based on or
more power management trigger(s). In at least one em-
bodiment, the standby mode can be configured to enable
or disable power to a receiver and/or a transmitter of the
small cell AP module 140, while maintaining power for
the module itself in a standby ’ON’ state such that small
cell AP module 140 can remain registered with small cell
gateway 134.
[0048] The first alternative and the second alternative
differ in terms of energy savings and delay in initializing
service for the small cell AP module 140 such that UE
can attach to the small cell AP module 140. The first
alternative can provide a greater energy savings by en-
abling or disabling power to the small cell AP module 140
as compared to the second alternative. However, the in-
itialization delay for the small cell AP module 140 under
the first alternative will be greater than the initialization
delay of the second alternative (e.g., minutes as opposed
to seconds) because the first alternative involves disa-
bling power to the small cell AP module 140 entirely
whereas the second alternative merely disables power
to the transmitter and/or the receiver of the small cell AP
module 140. Energy savings realized by the second al-
ternative, while not as great as the first alternative, may
provide for a reduction in power consumption by as much
as 50% or more over full operating power of the small
cell AP module 140 merely by disabling power to the
transmitter and/or receiver of the small cell AP module
140. The transmitter and receiver of a small cell AP mod-
ule may consume significantly more power than other
components of the module.
[0049] In various embodiments, power management
triggers can include determining whether a UE is present
within a defined group area (e.g., combined WiFi cover-
age area) for a given multimode WiFi AP using 802.11
probing procedures and 802.11 association procedures.
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As referred to herein the term ’UE presence’ can be used
to in conjunction with operations associated with deter-
mining whether a UE is present within a defined group
area for a multimode WiFi AP. In one embodiment, any
UE whose presence within a defined group area is de-
termined through 802.11 probing procedures can be re-
ferred to herein as a ’detected UE’. In another embodi-
ment, any UE whose presence within a defined group
area is determined through 802.11 association proce-
dures can be referred to herein as an ’associated UE’.
As discussed herein, presence of either detected UE or
associated UE within a defined group area can trigger
various power management operations for controlling the
power saving mode configured for the small cell AP mod-
ule of a given multimode WiFi AP.
[0050] In general, a WiFi AP can transmit WiFi beacons
within beacon frames, which can be received by UE with-
in a vicinity (e.g., coverage area) of the WiFi AP. Recep-
tion of a WiFi beacon by a given UE causes the UE to
initiate a probing exchange with the WiFi AP as pre-
scribed by 802.11 standards. Through the probing ex-
change, the WiFi AP can determine whether the UE
shares at least one common supported data rate with the
WiFi AP. If so, additional authentication and association
procedures can be carried out between the WiFi AP and
the UE. If not, no further communication may be ex-
changed between the UE and the WiFi AP. Nonetheless,
the 802.11 probing exchange with the UE indicates the
presence of the UE in a vicinity of the coverage area of
the WiFi AP. Thus, as discussed for embodiments de-
scribed herein, determining the presence of a detected
UE within a defined group area for a small cell AP module
of a multimode WiFi AP can be used to trigger power
management operations for the small cell AP module of
the multimode WiFi AP.
[0051] As prescribed by IEEE 802.11, association pro-
cedures carried out between a UE and WiFi AP are used
to establish an AP/UE mapping that enables UE invoca-
tion of system services. Association differs from authen-
tication in that authentication generally refers to the proc-
ess where an entity’s identity is authenticated, typically
by providing evidence that it holds a specific digital iden-
tity such as an identifier and corresponding credentials.
Association of a UE typically follows a successful authen-
tication of the UE with a WiFi AP. In various embodi-
ments, communication system 100 can support different
authentication techniques including extensible authenti-
cation protocol subscriber identity module (EAP-SIM) au-
thentication techniques and/or EAP authentication and
key agreement (EAP-AKA) authentication techniques.
Thus, as discussed for embodiments described herein,
determining the presence of an association UE within a
defined group area for a multimode WiFi AP can be used
to trigger power management operations for a small cell
AP module of the multimode WiFi AP.
[0052] During operation, MAE 180 can control the pow-
er saving mode configured for small cell AP module 140
based on one or more power management triggers (e.g.,

UE presence) determined via the WiFi network for the
group area defined for the shared small cell coverage
area 132 and combined WiFi coverage areas 166, 168a
and 168b. It should be understood that the power saving
mode for small cell AP module 140 can be configured
according the first alternative (e.g., enable/disable power
to the module) or the second alternative (e.g., enable/dis-
able standby mode) as discussed herein.
[0053] The presence of detected or associated UE
within the group area defined by the coverage areas of
multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b
can be obtained through 802.11 exchanges (e.g., probing
and/or association) with one or more of multimode WiFi
AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and/or WiFi AP 160b. Based on
one or more of the power management triggers, WLC
162 can generate updated UE presence information to
communicate to MAE 180. In one embodiment, the UE
presence information can be communicated to MAE 180
from WLC 162 via MSE 182. In another embodiment, the
UE presence information can be communicated to MAE
from WLC 162 directly.
[0054] MAE 180 can actively monitor the group area
defined by the combined WiFi coverage areas of multi-
mode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b for
updated UE presence information and will evaluate the
UE presence information in comparison to various trigger
criteria to control the power saving mode configured for
small cell AP module 140. In one embodiment, trigger
criteria can include disabling the power saving mode con-
figured for small cell AP module 140 if one or more UE
are present within the group area defined by the com-
bined WiFi coverage areas of multimode WiFi AP 150,
WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b. In another embodiment,
trigger criteria can include enabling the power saving
mode configured for small cell AP module 140 if one or
more UE are not present within the group area defined
by the combined WiFi coverage areas of multimode WiFi
AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b.
[0055] If the power saving mode for small cell AP mod-
ule 140 is configured according to the first alternative
(e.g., enable/disable power to the small cell AP module),
MAE 180 via power management module 170b can con-
trol the power saving mode of small cell AP module 140
through at least one or both of MSE 182 including power
management module 170c and/or WLAN controller 162
including power management module 170d.
[0056] In one embodiment, for example, MAE 180 via
power management module 170b can signal MSE
182/power management module 170c to control the pow-
er saving mode of small cell AP module 140 based on
one or more power management triggers. MSE 182/pow-
er management module 170 can relay the signaling to
WLAN controller 162/power management module 170d,
which can control the power saving mode of small cell
AP module 140 through system controller 151 of the mul-
timode WiFi AP 150. In one embodiment, system con-
troller 151 can enable or disable power to the small cell
AP module 140 via power controller 141 and small cell
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controller 142. In another embodiment, for example, MAE
180 via power management module 170b can directly
signal WLAN controller 162/power management module
170d (e.g., bypassing MSE 182/power management
module 170c) to control the power saving mode of small
cell AP module 140 based on one or more power man-
agement triggers.
[0057] If the power saving mode for small cell AP mod-
ule 140 is configured according to the second alternative
(e.g., enable/disable power to at least one of the trans-
mitter and the receiver of the small cell AP module), MAE
180 via power management module 170b can control the
power saving mode of small cell AP module 140 through
small cell management system 136 including power man-
agement module 170a. In one embodiment, for example,
MAE 180 via power management module 170b can sig-
nal small cell management system 136/power manage-
ment module 170a to control the power saving mode of
small cell AP module 140 based on one or more power
management triggers. In such an embodiment, small cell
management system 136/power management module
170a can control the power saving mode of small cell AP
module 140 through power controller 141 and small cell
controller 142 to enable or disable power to at least one
of the small cell transmitter 146 and the small cell receiver
147 of small cell AP module 140.
[0058] Thus, power management operations for small
cell AP module 140 can be triggered based on detected
UE or associated UE being within a vicinity of a given
WiFi AP that is within the defined group area for the small
cell AP module 140 of the multimode WiFi AP 150. The
power management operations facilitated via communi-
cation system 100 can provide particular advantages for
base WiFi APs capable of accepting one or more plugin
modules (e.g., small cell radio AP), such as the Aironet
Access Points, manufactured by Cisco Systems, Inc.,
which can enable multi-RAT capabilities including, but
not limited to 3G and/or 4G small cell AP connectivity.
By mapping coverage areas that are shared between
WiFi APs and a small cell AP into a defined group area,
WiFi APs within the group area can be monitored via a
centralized analytics engine (e.g. MAE 180) to facilitate
dynamic power management for the small cell AP module
of a multimode WiFi AP. Thus, using a base WiFi AP,
the system and method as discussed for various embod-
iments herein can provide for either completely powering
off a small cell AP module plugged into the base WiFi AP
or placing the small cell AP module in a standby mode
by powering off the transmitter and/or receiver of the
module.
[0059] Each of the elements of FIGURE 1A may couple
to one another through simple interfaces (as illustrated)
or through any other suitable connection (wired or wire-
less), which provides a viable pathway for network com-
munications. Additionally, any one or more of these ele-
ments may be combined or removed from the architec-
ture based on particular configuration needs. Communi-
cations in a network environment are referred to herein

as ’messages’ or ’messaging’, which may be inclusive of
packets. A packet is a formatted unit of data and can
contain both control information (e.g., source and desti-
nation address, etc.) and data, which is also known as
payload. In some embodiments, control information can
be included in headers and trailers for packets. Messag-
es can be sent and received according to any suitable
communication messaging protocols. Suitable commu-
nication messaging protocols can include a multi-layered
scheme such as the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) Model, or any derivations or variants thereof.
[0060] In various embodiments, communication sys-
tem 100 may implement user datagram protocol/Internet
Protocol (UDP/IP) connections and/or transmission con-
trol protocol/IP (TCP/IP) communication language pro-
tocol in particular embodiments of the present disclosure.
However, communication system 100 can alternatively
implement any other suitable communication protocol,
interface and/or standard, proprietary and/or non-propri-
etary, for transmitting and receiving messages. Other
protocols, interfaces and/or communication standards
that can be used in communication system 100 can in-
clude 3GPP DIAMETER-based protocols, RADIUS pro-
tocols, a service gateway interface (SGi), a terminal ac-
cess controller access-control system (TACACS), TA-
CACS+, Proxy Mobile IP version 6 (PMIPv6), Proxy Mo-
bile IP version 4 (PMIPv4), Extensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol (XMPP), General Packet Radio Serv-
ice (GPRS) Tunneling Protocol (GTP), Generic Route
Encapsulation (GRE), etc.
[0061] The terms ’data’ and ’information’ as used here-
in can refer to any type of binary, numeric, voice, video,
textual or script data or information or any type of source
or object code, or any other suitable data or information
in any appropriate format that can be communicated from
one point to another in electronic devices and/or net-
works. Additionally, messages, requests, responses, re-
plies, queries, etc. are forms of network traffic and, there-
fore, may comprise one or more packets.
[0062] In various embodiments, service network 114
can represent a series of points or nodes of interconnect-
ed communication paths (wired or wireless) for receiving
and transmitting packets of information that propagate
through communication system 100 via multimode WiFi
AP 150 and/or wireless APs 160a-160b. In various em-
bodiments, service network 114 can be associated with
and/or provided by a single network operator or service
provider and/or multiple network operators or service pro-
viders. In various embodiments, service network 114 can
include and/or overlap with, in whole or in part, one or
more packet data networks, such as, for example, the
Internet. Service network 114 may offer communicative
interfaces between various elements of communication
system 100 and may be any local area network (LAN),
wireless local area network (WLAN), metropolitan area
network (MAN), wide area network (WAN), virtual private
network (VPN), Radio Access Network (RAN), enterprise
network, Intranet, extranet, or any other appropriate ar-
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chitecture or system that facilitates communications in a
network environment. In various embodiments, service
network 114 may implement user datagram UDP/IP con-
nections and/or TCP/IP communication language proto-
col in particular embodiments of the present disclosure.
However, service network 114 may alternatively imple-
ment any other suitable communication protocol, inter-
face and/or standard for transmitting and receiving data
packets within communication system 100. In various
embodiments, service network 114 can be multiple net-
works interconnected via one or more network applianc-
es, elements, gateways, etc.
[0063] Mobile core network 116 may include other net-
work appliances, elements, gateways, etc. that may
make up an Evolved Packet Core (EPC) for 4G services,
2G and 3G architectures for General Packet Radio Serv-
ice (GPRS), Circuit Switched (CS) services and Packet
Switched (PS) services as provided in 3GPP specifica-
tions, including, for example, Technical Specification
(TS) 23.401, etc. In various embodiments, mobile core
network 116 may include elements, gateways, etc. to pro-
vide various UE services and/or functions, such as, for
example, to implement Quality-of-Service (QoS) on
packet flows, to provide connectivity for UE 110a-110b
to external data packet networks (PDNs), to provision
CS voice routing, to provide enhanced services such as
enhanced charging, stateful firewalls and/or traffic per-
formance optimization (TPO), etc.
[0064] In various embodiments, UE 110a-110b can be
associated with any users, subscribers, employees, cli-
ents, customers, etc. wishing to initiate a flow in commu-
nication system 100 via some network. In at least one
embodiment, UE 110a-110b are configured to facilitate
simultaneous WiFi connectivity and cellular connectivity
within communication system 100. The terms ’user
equipment’, ’mobile node’, ’mobile station’ or ’mobile de-
vice’ are inclusive of devices used to initiate a commu-
nication, such as a computer, a personal digital assistant
(PDA), a laptop or electronic notebook, a cellular tele-
phone, an i-Phone™, i-Pad™, a Google Droid™ phone,
an IP phone, or any other device, component, element,
or object capable of initiating voice, audio, video, media,
or data exchanges within communication system 100.
UE 110a-110b may also be inclusive of a suitable inter-
face to a human user such as a microphone, a display,
a keyboard, or other terminal equipment.
[0065] UE 110a-110b may also be any device that
seeks to initiate a communication on behalf of another
entity or element such as a program, a database, or any
other component, device, element, or object capable of
initiating an exchange within communication system 100.
In certain embodiments, UE 110a-110b may have a bun-
dled subscription for network access and application
services (e.g., voice), etc. Once the access session is
established, the user can register for application services
as well, without additional authentication requirements.
Within communication system 100, IP addresses (e.g.,
for UE or any other element in communication system

100) can be assigned using dynamic host configuration
protocol (DHCP), Stateless Address Auto-configuration
(SLAAC), during default bearer activation processes,
etc., or any suitable variation thereof. IP addresses used
within communication system 100 can include IP version
4 (IPv4) and/or IP version 6 (IPv6) IP addresses.
[0066] Turning to FIGURE 2, FIGURE 2 is a simplified
flow diagram illustrating example operations 200 asso-
ciated with providing power management for a multimode
WiFi AP in a network environment based on user pres-
ence in accordance with one potential embodiment of
communication system 100. In various embodiments,
operations 200 can be performed using any combination
of hardware processors of multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi
APs 160a-160b, small cell AP module 140, MAE 180,
MSE 182, WLAN controller 162 and/or small cell man-
agement system 136.
[0067] In one embodiment, the operations can begin
at 202 in which it is determined whether at least one UE
(e.g., UE 110a and/or UE 110b) is present within a com-
bined WiFi coverage area that overlaps a small cell cov-
erage area of a multimode AP (e.g., multimode WiFi AP
150) that includes a WiFi AP portion and a small cell AP
portion (e.g., small cell AP module 140). As discussed
for various embodiments herein, UE presence can be
determined for detected UE(s) and/or associated UE(s)
via one or more WiFi APs having coverage areas that
overlap the small cell coverage area of the multimode AP.
[0068] At 204, the operations can include controlling a
power saving mode of the small cell AP portion of the
multimode AP based on whether at least one UE is de-
termined to be present within the combined WiFi cover-
age area that overlaps the small cell coverage area of
the multimode AP. The operations can return to 202 to
continue to determine UE presence within the combined
WiFi coverage area that overlaps the small cell coverage
area of the multimode AP.
[0069] As discussed for various embodiments de-
scribed herein, controlling a power saving mode of a
small cell AP portion of a multimode AP can include en-
abling or disabling power to the small cell AP portion com-
pletely or enabling or disabling power for at least one of
a transmitter and a receiver of the small cell AP portion.
Accordingly, the system and method provided by com-
munication system 100 can provide an efficient energy
saving mechanism for a multimode AP where one or
more WiFi APs are used to detect user presence in order
control a power saving mode for a small cell AP module
for the multimode AP.
[0070] Various signaling operations that can be pro-
vided via communication system 100 to provide power
management for a multimode WiFi AP depending on the
power saving mode configured for a small cell AP portion
of multimode WiFi AP can be best illustrated via interac-
tion diagrams, which are provided herein with regard to
FIGURES 3A-3D and 4A-4D.
[0071] Turning to FIGURES 3A-3D, FIGURES 3A-3D
is a simplified interaction diagram 300 illustrating exam-
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ple details that can be associated with providing power
management for multimode WiFi AP 150 in accordance
with various potential embodiments of communication
system 100. In particular, FIGURES 3A-3D can be as-
sociated for an embodiment in which the power saving
mode for small cell AP module 140 is configured accord-
ing to the first alternative in which power management
for the multimode WiFi AP 150 can be provided by ena-
bling or disabling power to the small cell AP module 140
based on UE presence within a group area defined by
the small cell coverage area 132 and the WiFi coverage
areas 166, 168a and 168b. FIGURES 3A-3D include a
given UE (e.g., UE 110b) whose presence can be deter-
mined via a given WiFi AP (e.g., WiFi AP 160b). FIG-
URES 3A-3D also include WLAN controller (WLC) 162,
small cell gateway 134, small cell management system
136, MSE 182 and MAE 180. For FIGURES 3A-3D, it is
assumed that UE 110a is moved out of WiFi coverage
area 166 of multimode WiFi AP 150.
[0072] FIGURES 3A-3C illustrate an alternative em-
bodiment in which power for small cell AP module 140
is assumed to be off and can be turned on based on a
determination of UE presence within the group area in-
cluding multimode WiFi AP 150, small cell AP module
140, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b. FIGURE 3D illus-
trates an alternative embodiment in which power for small
cell AP module 140 is assumed to be on (e.g., following
operations shown in FIGURES 3A-3C) and can be turned
off based on a determination of no UE presence within
the group area.
[0073] Beginning at 302, it is assumed that MSE 182
is configured with group area information for WiFi APs
160a, 160b and multimode WiFi AP 150 having a com-
bined WiFi coverage area (168a, 168b and 162) that is
shared with the small cell coverage area 132 for the small
cell AP module 140 of the multimode WiFi AP 150. At
304, an exchange can be performed between MSE 182
and MAE 180 in order for MAE 180 to learn of the group
area defined for small AP module 140, multimode WiFi
AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b. At 306, it is
assumed that small cell AP module 140 is powered off
due to UE 110b (or any other UE, for example, UE 110a)
not being within the combined WiFi coverage area for
the group area. At 308, it is assumed that UE 110b having
WiFi capabilities turned on, moves into coverage area
168b of WiFi AP 160b.
[0074] Both power management triggers for detected
UE and associated UE are shown for interaction diagram
300. Interactions 310a-310c illustrate signaling exchang-
es for an 802.11 probing procedure that can carried out
between UE 110b and WiFi AP 160b according to certain
embodiments. Interactions 320a-320d illustrate signal-
ing exchanges for an 802.11 association procedure that
can be carried out between UE 110b and WiFi AP 160b
assuming UE 110b is authenticated with WiFi AP 160b
according to certain embodiments.
[0075] For the 802.11 probing procedures, at 310a,
WiFi AP 160b can transmit an 802.11 beacon, which can

be received by UE 110b. At 310b, UE 110b can respond
with an 802.11 probing request in which the UE adver-
tises its supported data rates and 802.11 capabilities.
Assuming WiFi AP 160b supports data rates compatible
with UE 110b, WiFi AP responds at 310c with an 802.11
probing response including its compatible data rates, se-
curity parameters and capabilities.
[0076] In at least one embodiment, 802.11 association
procedures shown at 320a-320c can proceed following
the probing procedures to authenticate and associate UE
110b at WiFi AP 160b. At 320a, an 802.11 authentication
procedure is performed for UE 110b/the subscriber as-
sociated with the UE via WiFi AP 160b and WLAN con-
troller 162 using a UE/subscriber ID (e.g., IMSI). In one
embodiment, the 802.11 authentication procedure can
be performed via a whitelist server which can be config-
ured for or in communication with WLAN controller 162.
Assuming the authentication is successful, WLAN con-
troller 162 802.11 an association procedure begins at
320b in which UE 110b sends WiFi AP 160b an 802.11
open association request including various security pa-
rameters and/or other 802.11 capabilities. Assuming the
association request matches the capabilities of the WiFi
AP 160b, the WiFi AP 160b responds with an 802.11
association response at 320c. At 320d, WLAN controller
162 updates associated UE information for MSE 182 in-
dicating presence of the associated UE 110b within the
coverage area 168b of WiFi AP 160b. However, if the
UE is not successfully authenticated at 320a, WLC 162
updates detected UE information for MSE 182 indicating
a presence of the detected UE 110b within the coverage
area 168b of WiFi AP 160b at 320e. Thus as shown in
FIGURES 3A-3B, both detected UE and associated UE
can be used to trigger power management operations
for small cell AP module 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150.
[0077] Continuing to FIGURE 3C, in at least one em-
bodiment, MSE 182 can maintain a list and/or a UE count
for the number of UE present within the group area de-
fined by multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi
AP 160b to track when a first UE enters the WiFi coverage
of a member of the group area (e.g., UE count for group
area > 0) and when a last UE exits the WiFi coverage of
a member of the group area (e.g., UE count for group
area = 0) such that MSE 182 can send MAE 180 updated
detected or associated UE information only at times when
control of the power saving mode of small cell AP module
140 should be triggered; thereby minimizing signaling
between MSE 182 and MAE 180 for every detected or
associated UE whose presence or lack thereof may be
determined for the group area. In some embodiments,
the list and/or UE count could be maintained by WLC 162
if the WLC is configured with group area information.
[0078] At initialization, for example at 302, the UE
count for MSE 182 can be set to zero (0). At 329, MSE
182 can increment the UE count based on the presence
of detected or associated UE 110b and can check wheth-
er the UE count is greater than zero. Because the UE
count will be greater than zero, MSE 182 can communi-
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cate the updated associated or detected UE information
for WiFi AP 160b to MAE 180 at 330 indicating that a UE
is present in the group area. At 332, MAE 180, which is
monitoring the group area can analyze the updated as-
sociated or detected UE information (info) received from
MSE 182 to determine that a UE has entered the com-
bined WiFi coverage area for the group area. Based on
trigger criteria configured for MAE 180/power manage-
ment module 170a, which can indicate that for UE pres-
ence determined within the group area that small cell AP
module 140 should be turned on (e.g., power saving
mode disabled), MAE 180 via power management mod-
ule 170a can determine to send a ’POWER ON’ message
to multimode WiFi AP 150, which includes small cell AP
module 140 for the group area, through WLAN controller
162/power management module 170d to turn on small
cell AP module 140.
[0079] At 334, MAE 180/power management module
170b sends a POWER ON message to WLAN controller
162/power management module 170d including an iden-
tity (e.g., <AP identity>) for multimode WiFi AP 150. At
336, WLAN controller 162/power management module
170d performs a lookup on the AP identity and deter-
mines to send the POWER ON message to multimode
WiFi AP 150. At 338, the system controller 151 for mul-
timode WiFi AP 150 controls the power saving mode for
small cell AP module 140 via power controller 141 to
disable the power saving mode; thereby powering on
small cell AP module 140 via power controller 141. At
340, the small cell AP module 140 performs its power on
process and registers with small cell management sys-
tem 136 and small cell gateway 134 and begins broad-
casting and receiving 3G and/or 4G service.
[0080] As noted above, FIGURE 3D illustrates an al-
ternative embodiment in which power for small cell AP
module 140 is assumed to be on (e.g., following opera-
tions shown in FIGURES 3A-3C) and can be turned off
based on a determination of no UE presence within the
group area. At 350, MAE 180 monitors the group area
via real time data received from WLAN controller 162 and
MSE 182. At 352, it is assumed that UE moves out of the
coverage area of WiFi AP 160b and is no longer associ-
ated to the WiFi AP. At 354, WLAN controller 162 sends
a message to MSE 182 regarding updated associated or
detected UE information for UE 110b, which indicates
that UE 110b is no longer present within the coverage
area of WiFi AP 160b. At 355, MSE 182 decrements the
UE count for the group area and checks if the UE count
is greater than or equal to zero. Because the UE count
will be equal to zero following the decrement, MSE 182
can communicate the updated associated or detected
UE information for the group area to MAE 180 at 356
indicating that no UE is present in the group area.
[0081] At 358, MAE 180 via power management mod-
ule 170b analyzes the updated associated or detected
UE information received from MSE 182 to determine that
no UE is present within the combined WiFi coverage area
for the group area. Based on trigger criteria configured

for MAE 180/power management module 170a, which
can indicate that for no UE presence within the group
area that small cell AP module 140 should be powered
off (e.g., power saving mode should be enabled), MAE
180 via power management module 170a can determine
to send a ’POWER OFF’ message to multimode WiFi AP
150, which includes small cell AP module 140 for the
group area, through WLAN controller 162/power man-
agement module 170d to turn off small cell AP module
140.
[0082] However, prior to sending the ’POWER OFF’
message, MAE 180 via power management module
170b can first start a guard timer at 360. The guard timer
can help to buffer frequent changes to the power saving
mode of small cell AP module 140 in cases where, for
example, a UE moves out of the coverage area of a given
WiFi AP for only a short period of time or moves between
WiFi APs within a defined group area. In various embod-
iments, the period of time for the guard timer can be set
between approximately 5 minutes and approximately 30
minutes; however, it should be understood that a network
operator can set the guard timer to any value based on
KPIs, etc. for a given deployment. Upon expiration of the
guard timer, at 362, MAE 180/power management mod-
ule 170b sends a ’POWER OFF’ message to WLAN con-
troller 162/power management module 170d including
an identity (e.g., <AP identity>) for multimode WiFi AP
150. At 364, WLAN controller 162/power management
module 170d performs a lookup on the AP identity and
determines to send the POWER OFF message to multi-
mode WiFi AP 150. At 366, the system controller 151 for
multimode WiFi AP 150 controls the power saving mode
for small cell AP module 140 to enable the power saving
mode; thereby powering off small cell AP module 140 via
power controller 141. At 368, the small cell AP module
140 is powered off and stops its service. Thus, as shown
in the embodiment of FIGURES 3A-3D, control of the
power saving mode of the small cell AP module 140 can
be provided via multimode WiFi AP 150, WLC 162, MAE
180 and MSE 182 based on UE presence detected within
the WiFi network including multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi
AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b.
[0083] Turning to FIGURES 4A-4D, FIGURES 4A-4D
is a simplified interaction diagram 400 illustrating exam-
ple details that can be associated with providing power
management for multimode WiFi AP 150 in accordance
with various potential embodiments of communication
system 100. In particular, FIGURES 4A-4D can be as-
sociated for an embodiment in which the power saving
mode for small cell AP module 140 is configured accord-
ing to the second alternative in which power management
for the multimode WiFi AP 150 can be provided by ena-
bling or disabling power for at least one of small cell trans-
mitter (Tx) 146 and/or the small cell receiver (Rx) 147 of
the small cell AP module 140 based on UE presence
within a group area defined by the small cell coverage
area 132 and the WiFi coverage areas 166, 168a and
168b. FIGURES 4A-4D include a given UE (e.g., UE
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110b) whose presence can be determined via a given
WiFi AP (e.g., WiFi AP 160b). FIGURES 4A-4D also in-
clude WLAN controller (WLC) 162, small cell gateway
134, small cell management system 136, MSE 182 and
MAE 180. For FIGURES 4A-4D, it is assumed that UE
110a is moved out of WiFi coverage area 166 of multi-
mode WiFi AP 150.
[0084] FIGURES 4A-4C illustrate an alternative em-
bodiment in which power for at least one of the transmitter
(Tx) and/or the receiver (Rx) of small cell AP module 140
is assumed to be off and can be turned on based on a
determination of UE presence within the group area in-
cluding multimode WiFi AP 150, small cell AP module
140, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b. FIGURE 4D illus-
trates an alternative embodiment in which power for the
transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) of the small cell AP
module 140 is assumed to be on (e.g., following opera-
tions shown in FIGURES 3A-3B) and can be turned off
based on a determination of no UE presence within the
group area.
[0085] Beginning at 402, it is assumed that MSE 182
is configured with group area information for WiFi APs
160a, 160b and multimode WiFi AP 150 having a com-
bined WiFi coverage area (168a, 168b and 162) that is
shared with the small cell coverage area 132 for the small
cell AP module 140 of the multimode WiFi AP 150. At
404, an exchange can be performed between MSE 182
and MAE 180 in order for MAE 180 to learn of the group
area defined for small AP module 140, multimode WiFi
AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b. At 406, it is
assumed that at least one of the transmitter (Tx) and/or
the receiver (Rx) of small cell AP module 140 is powered
off due to UE 110b (or any other UE, for example, UE
110a) not being within the combined WiFi coverage area
for the group area. At 408, it is assumed that UE 110b
having WiFi capabilities turned on, moves into coverage
area 168b of WiFi AP 160b.
[0086] Both power management triggers for detected
UE and associated UE are shown for interaction diagram
400. Interactions 410a-410c illustrate signaling exchang-
es for an 802.11 probing procedure that can carried out
between UE 110b and WiFi AP 160b according to certain
embodiments. Interactions 410a-410c for the probing
procedure can be carried out similar to interactions 310a-
310c for FIGURE 3A. Interactions 420a-420d illustrate
signaling exchanges for an 802.11 association proce-
dure that can be carried out between UE 110b and WiFi
AP 160b assuming UE 110b is successfully authenticat-
ed with WiFi AP 160b according to certain embodiments.
Interactions 420a-420d for the association procedure
can be carried out similar to interactions 320a-320d for
FIGURE 3B. However, if the UE 110b is not successfully
authenticated, WLC 162 updates detected UE informa-
tion for MSE 182 indicating a presence of the detected
UE 110b within the coverage area 168b of WiFi AP 160b
at 420e. Thus as shown in FIGURES 4A-4B, both de-
tected UE and associated UE can be used to trigger pow-
er management operations for small cell AP module 140

of multimode WiFi AP 150.
[0087] Continuing to FIGURE 4C, in at least one em-
bodiment, as discussed herein, MSE 182 can maintain
a list and/or UE count of UE present within the group area
defined by multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and
WiFi AP 160b to track when a first UE enters the WiFi
coverage of a member of the group area (e.g., UE count
for group area > 0) and when a last UE exits the WiFi
coverage of a member of the group area (e.g., UE count
for group area = 0) such that MSE 182 can send MAE
180 updated detected or associated UE information only
at times when control of the power saving mode of small
cell AP module 140 should be triggered.
[0088] Thus, at 429, MSE 182 can increment the UE
count based on the presence of detected or associated
UE 110b and can check whether the UE count is greater
than zero. Because the UE count will be greater than
zero, MSE 182 can communicate the updated associated
or detected UE information for WiFi AP 160b to MAE 180
at 430. At 432, MAE 180, which is monitoring the group
area can analyze the updated associated or detected UE
information (info) received from MSE 182 to determine
that a UE has entered the combined WiFi coverage area
for the group area. Based on trigger criteria configured
for MAE 180/power management module 170a, which
can indicate that for UE presence determined within the
group area that the transmitter and the receiver of small
cell AP module 140 should be turned on (e.g., power
saving mode disabled), MAE 180 via power management
module 170a can determine to send a ’Tx/Rx POWER
ON’ message to small cell AP module 140 for the group
area, through small cell management system 136 includ-
ing power management module 170a to turn on the trans-
mitter and the receiver of small cell AP module 140.
[0089] At 434, MAE 180/power management module
170b sends a Tx/Rx POWER ON message to small cell
management system 136/power management module
170a including an identity (e.g., <small cell identity>) for
the small cell AP module 140 of multimode WiFi AP 150.
At 436, small cell management system 136 performs a
lookup on the small cell identity and determines to send
the Tx/Rx POWER ON message to small cell AP module
140 of multimode WiFi AP 150 using the TR-069 protocol.
At 438, the small cell AP module 140 via small cell con-
troller 142 and power controller 141 turn on the small cell
transmitter 146 and receiver 147 to start broadcasting
and receiving 3G and/or 4G service.
[0090] As noted above, FIGURE 4D illustrates an al-
ternative embodiment in which the transmitter and re-
ceiver for small cell AP module 140 are assumed to be
on (e.g., following operations shown in FIGURES 4A-4C)
and can be turned off based on a determination of no UE
presence within the group area. At 450, MAE monitor the
group area via real time data received from WLAN con-
troller 162 and MSE 182. At 452, it is assumed that UE
moves out of the coverage area of WiFi AP 160b and is
no longer associated to the WiFi AP. At 454, WLAN con-
troller 162 sends a message to MSE 182 regarding up-
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dated associated or detected UE information for UE
110b, which indicates that UE 110b is no longer present
within the coverage area of WiFi AP 160b. At 455, MSE
182 decrements the UE count for the group area and
checks if the UE count is greater than or equal to zero.
Because the UE count will be equal to zero following the
decrement, MSE 182 can communicate the updated as-
sociated or detected UE information for the group area
to MAE 180 at 356 indicating that no UE is present in the
group area at 456.
[0091] At 458, MAE 180 via power management mod-
ule 170b analyzes the updated associated or detected
UE information received from MSE 182 to determine that
no UE is present within the combined WiFi coverage area
for the group area. Based on trigger criteria configured
for MAE 180/power management module 170a, which
can indicate that for no UE presence within the group
area that at least one of the transmitter and/or the receiver
of small cell AP module 140 should be powered off (e.g.,
power saving mode should be enabled), MAE 180 via
power management module 170a can determine to send
a ’Tx/Rx POWER OFF’ message to small cell AP module
140 for the group area, through small cell management
system 136/power management module 170a to turn off
at least one of the transmitter and/or the receiver of small
cell AP module 140.
[0092] However, prior to sending the ’ Tx/Rx POWER
OFF’ message, MAE 180 via power management mod-
ule 170b can first start a guard timer at 460. Upon expi-
ration of the guard timer, at 462, MAE 180/power man-
agement module 170b sends a Tx/Rx POWER OFF mes-
sage to small cell management system 136/power man-
agement module 170a including an identity (e.g., <small
cell identity>) for small cell AP module 140. At 464, small
cell management system 136 performs a lookup on the
small cell identity and determines to send the Tx/Rx
POWER ON message to small cell AP module 140 of
multimode WiFi AP 150 using the TR-069 protocol. At
466, the small cell AP module 140 via small cell controller
142 and power controller 141 turn off at least one of the
small cell transmitter 146 and/or receiver 147 to stop
broadcasting and/or receiving 3G and/or 4G service.
Thus, as shown in the embodiment of FIGURES 4A-4D,
control of the power saving mode of the small cell AP
module 140 can also be provided via small cell manage-
ment system 136 and MAE 180 based on UE presence
detected within the WiFi network including multimode
WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP 160a and WiFi AP 160b.
[0093] In regards to the internal structure associated
with communication system 100, additionally each of UE
110a-110b, WiFi AP 160a, WiFi AP 160b, small cell man-
agement system 136, small cell gateway 134, WLAN
controller 162, WLAN access gateway 164, MAE 180
and MSE 182 may each also include a respective proc-
essor, a respective memory element and/or a respective
storage. Hence, appropriate software, hardware and/or
algorithms are being provisioned in UE 110a-110b, small
cell AP module 140, multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP

160a, WiFi AP 160b, small cell management system 136,
small cell gateway 134, WLAN controller 162, WLAN ac-
cess gateway 164, MAE 180 and/or MSE 182 in order to
facilitate various power management operations as de-
scribed for various embodiments discussed herein to
control a power saving mode configured for small cell AP
module 140. Note that in certain examples, certain data-
bases or storage (e.g., for storing information associated
with power management operations) can be consolidat-
ed with memory elements (or vice versa), or the storage
can overlap/exist in any other suitable manner.
[0094] In one example implementation, UE 110a-
110b, small cell AP module 140, multimode WiFi AP 150,
WiFi AP 160a, WiFi AP 160b, small cell management
system 136, small cell gateway 134, WLAN controller
162, WLAN access gateway 164, MAE 180 and/or MSE
182 are network elements, which are meant to encom-
pass network appliances, servers, routers, switches,
gateways, bridges, loadbalancers, firewalls, processors,
modules, or any other suitable device, component, ele-
ment, or object operable to exchange information that
facilitates or otherwise helps to facilitate various power
management operations as described for various em-
bodiments discussed herein in a network environment
(e.g., for networks such as those illustrated in FIGURE
1A). In other embodiments, these operations and/or fea-
tures may be provided external to these elements, or
included in some other network device to achieve this
intended functionality. Alternatively, one or more of these
elements can include software (or reciprocating soft-
ware) that can coordinate in order to achieve the opera-
tions and/or features, as outlined herein. In still other em-
bodiments, one or more of these elements may include
any suitable algorithms, hardware, software, compo-
nents, modules, interfaces, or objects that facilitate the
operations thereof. This may be inclusive of appropriate
algorithms, communication protocols, interfaces and/or
standards, proprietary and/or non-proprietary that allow
for the effective exchange of data or information.
[0095] In various embodiments, UE 110a-110b, small
cell AP module 140, multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP
160a, WiFi AP 160b, small cell management system 136,
small cell gateway 134, WLAN controller 162, WLAN ac-
cess gateway 164, MAE 180 and/or MSE 182 may keep
information in any suitable memory element [e.g., ran-
dom access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM),
an erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM),
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), etc.], soft-
ware, hardware, or in any other suitable component, de-
vice, element, or object where appropriate and based on
particular needs. Any of the memory items discussed
herein should be construed as being encompassed with-
in the broad term ’memory element’. Information being
tracked or sent to UE 110a-110b, small cell AP module
140, multimode WiFi AP 150, WiFi AP 160a, WiFi AP
160b, small cell management system 136, small cell
gateway 134, WLAN controller 162, WLAN access gate-
way 164, MAE 180 and MSE 182 could be provided in
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any database, register, control list, cache, or storage
structure: all of which can be referenced at any suitable
timeframe. Any such storage options may be included
within the broad term ’memory element’ as used herein.
Similarly, any of the potential processing elements, mod-
ules, controllers, and machines described herein should
be construed as being encompassed within the broad
term ’processor’. Each of the network elements and/or
user equipment can also include suitable interfaces for
receiving, transmitting, and/or otherwise communicating
data or information in a network environment.
[0096] Note that in certain example implementations,
the power management operations as outlined herein
may be implemented by logic encoded in one or more
tangible media, which may be inclusive of non-transitory
media (e.g., embedded logic provided in an ASIC, in dig-
ital signal processing (DSP) instructions, software [po-
tentially inclusive of object code and source code] to be
executed by a processor, or other similar machine, etc.).
In some of these instances, memory elements [as shown
in FIGURE 1B] can store data used for the operations
described herein. This includes the memory elements
being able to store software, logic, code, or processor
instructions that are executed to carry out the activities
described herein. A processor (e.g., a hardware proces-
sor) can execute any type of instructions associated with
data to achieve the operations detailed herein. In one
example, the processors [as shown in FIGURE 1B] could
transform an element or an article (e.g., data, informa-
tion) from one state or thing to another state or thing. In
another example, the activities outlined herein may be
implemented with fixed logic or programmable logic (e.g.,
software/computer instructions executed by a processor)
and the elements identified herein could be some type
of a programmable processor, programmable digital log-
ic (e.g., a field programmable gate array (FPGA), a DSP
processor, an EPROM, an electrically erasable PROM
(EEPROM) or an ASIC that includes digital logic, soft-
ware, code, electronic instructions, or any suitable com-
bination thereof.
[0097] Note that in this Specification, references to var-
ious features (e.g., elements, structures, modules, com-
ponents, steps, operations, characteristics, etc.) includ-
ed in ’one embodiment’, ’example embodiment’, ’an em-
bodiment’, ’another embodiment’, ’certain embodi-
ments’, ’some embodiments’, ’various embodiments’,
’other embodiments’, ’alternative embodiment’, and the
like are intended to mean that any such features are in-
cluded in one or more embodiments of the present dis-
closure, but may or may not necessarily be combined in
the same embodiments. Note also that a module, engine,
controller, function or the like as used herein this Spec-
ification, can be inclusive of an executable file comprising
instructions that can be understood and processed on a
computer, processor, combinations thereof or the like
and may further include library modules loaded during
execution, object files, system files, hardware logic, soft-
ware logic, or any other executable modules.

[0098] It is also important to note that the operations
and steps described with reference to the preceding FIG-
URES illustrate only some of the possible scenarios that
may be executed by, or within, the system. Some of these
operations may be deleted or removed where appropri-
ate, or these steps may be modified or changed consid-
erably without departing from the scope of the discussed
concepts. In addition, the timing of these operations may
be altered considerably and still achieve the results
taught in this disclosure. The preceding operational flows
have been offered for purposes of example and discus-
sion. Substantial flexibility is provided by the system in
that any suitable arrangements, chronologies, configu-
rations, and timing mechanisms may be provided without
departing from the teachings of the discussed concepts.
[0099] Note that with the examples provided above, as
well as numerous other examples provided herein, inter-
action may be described in terms of one, two, three, or
four network elements. However, this has been done for
purposes of clarity and example only. In certain cases,
it may be easier to describe one or more of the function-
alities by only referencing a limited number of network
elements. It should be appreciated that communication
system 100 (and its teachings) are readily scalable and
can accommodate a large number of components, as
well as more complicated/sophisticated arrangements
and configurations. Accordingly, the examples provided
should not limit the scope or inhibit the broad teachings
of communication system 100 as potentially applied to a
myriad of other architectures.
[0100] As used herein, unless expressly stated to the
contrary, use of the phrase ’at least one of’ or ’one or
more of’ refers to any combination of the named ele-
ments, conditions, or activities. For example, ’at least one
of X, Y, and Z’ is intended to mean any of the following:
1) X, but not Y and not Z; 2) Y, but not X and not Z; 3) Z,
but not X and not Y; 4) X and Y, but not Z; 5) X and Z,
but not Y; 6) Y and Z, but not X; or 7) X, Y, and Z. Addi-
tionally, unless expressly stated to the contrary, the terms
’first’, ’second’, ’third’, etc., are intended to distinguish
the particular nouns (e.g., element, condition, module,
activity, operation, etc.) they modify. Unless expressly
stated to the contrary, the use of these terms is not in-
tended to indicate any type of order, rank, importance,
temporal sequence, or hierarchy of the modified noun.
For example, ’first X’ and ’second X’ are intended to des-
ignate two X elements that are not necessarily limited by
any order, rank, importance, temporal sequence, or hi-
erarchy of the two elements.
[0101] Although the present disclosure has been de-
scribed in detail with reference to particular arrange-
ments and configurations, these example configurations
and arrangements may be changed significantly without
departing from the scope of the present disclosure. For
example, although the present disclosure has been de-
scribed with reference to particular communication ex-
changes involving certain network access, interfaces and
protocols, communication system 100 may be applicable
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to other exchanges or routing protocols, interfaces and/or
communications standards, proprietary and/or non-pro-
prietary. Moreover, although communication system 100
has been illustrated with reference to particular elements
and operations that facilitate the communication process,
these elements, and operations may be replaced by any
suitable architecture or process that achieves the intend-
ed functionality of communication system 100.
[0102] Numerous other changes, substitutions, varia-
tions, alterations, and modifications may be ascertained
to one skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A method (200, 300, 400) comprising:

determining (202), by one or more network ele-
ments (136, 180, 182, 162), whether at least one
user equipment (110a, 110b), UE, is present
within a combined WiFi coverage area compris-
ing a plurality of WiFi coverage areas (166,
168a, 168b) for a respective plurality of WiFi ac-
cess points (150, 160a, 160b), APs, the com-
bined WiFi coverage area overlapping a small
cell coverage area (132) of a multimode access
point (150), wherein the multimode AP compris-
es a WiFi AP portion (152, 156, 157) and a small
cell AP portion (140), wherein the determining
is performed by communicating with one or more
of the plurality of WiFi APs; and
controlling (204), by the one or more network
elements, a power saving mode for the small
cell AP portion of the multimode AP, wherein the
controlling comprises:

responsive to determining that at least one
UE is not present within the combined WiFi
coverage area, disabling power or enabling
a standby mode for the small cell AP portion
of the multimode AP; and
responsive to determining that at least one
UE is present within the combined WiFi cov-
erage area, enabling power or disabling a
standby mode for the small cell AP portion
of the multimode AP.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the power is enabled
or disabled via a Wireless Local Area Network, LAN,
Controller (162), WLAN.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein the standby mode
is associated with enabling (332-338) or disabling
(358-366) power for at least one of a transmitter (146)
and a receiver (147) of the small cell AP portion of
the multimode AP.

4. The method of Claim 3, wherein the power for the at

least one of the transmitter and the receiver is ena-
bled or disabled via a small cell management system
(136).

5. The method of Claim 1, wherein a particular UE is
determined to be present within the combined WiFi
coverage area based on the particular UE complet-
ing an 802.11 association procedure (320a-320d,
420a-420d) with at least one of the: WiFi AP portion
of the multimode AP and a one of a plurality of WiFi
APs (160a, 160b) within the combined WiFi cover-
age area.

6. The method of Claim 1, wherein a particular UE is
determined to be present within the combined WiFi
coverage area based on the particular UE complet-
ing an 802.11 probing procedure (310a-310c, 410a-
410c) with at least one of the: WiFi AP portion of the
multimode AP and a one of a plurality of WiFi APs
(160a, 160b) within the combined WiFi coverage ar-
ea.

7. One or more non-transitory tangible media encoding
logic that include instructions for execution that,
when executed by a processor, is operable to per-
form operations comprising:
the method (200, 300, 400) of any of claims 1 to 6.

8. Computer instructions, for execution by a processor
(153), comprising the instructions of claim 7.

9. A communication system configured to perform the
method of any of claims 1 to 6.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren (200, 300, 400), das aufweist:

Ermitteln (202), durch ein oder mehrere Netz-
werkelemente (136, 180, 182, 162), ob wenigs-
tens ein Benutzergerät bzw. User Equipment
(110a, 110b), UE, innerhalb eines kombinierten
WiFi-Abdeckungsbereichs, der eine Vielzahl
von WiFi-Abdeckungsbereichen (166, 168a,
168b) für eine entsprechende Vielzahl von WiFi-
Zugangspunkten bzw. Access Points (150,
160a, 160b), APs, aufweist, vorhanden ist, wo-
bei der kombinierte WiFi-Abdeckungsbereich
einen Kleinzellenabdeckungsbereich (132) ei-
nes Mehrmoden-Zugangspunkts (150) über-
lappt, wobei der Mehrmoden-Zugangspunkt ei-
nen WiFi-Zugangspunkt-Abschnitt (152, 156,
157) und einen Kleinzellen-Zugangspunkt-Ab-
schnitt (140) aufweist, wobei das Ermitteln
durch Kommunizieren mit einem oder mehreren
der Vielzahl von WiFi-Zugangspunkten durch-
geführt wird; und
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Steuern (204), durch das eine oder die mehre-
ren Netzwerkelemente, eines Stromsparmodus
für den Kleinzellen-Zugangspunkt-Abschnitt
des Mehrmoden-Zugangspunkts, wobei das
Steuern aufweist:

im Ansprechen auf das Ermitteln, dass we-
nigstens ein UE nicht innerhalb des kombi-
nierten WiFi-Abdeckungsbereichs vorhan-
den ist, Deaktivieren von Strom oder Akti-
vieren eines Standby-Modus für den Klein-
zellen-Zugangspunkt-Abschnitt des Mehr-
moden-Zugangspunkts; und
im Ansprechen auf das Ermitteln, dass we-
nigstens ein UE innerhalb des kombinierten
WiFi-Abdeckungsbereichs vorhanden ist,
Aktivieren von Strom oder Deaktivieren ei-
nes Standby-Modus für den Kleinzellen-Zu-
gangspunkt-Abschnitt des Mehrmoden-Zu-
gangspunkts.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Strom über
einen Wireless Local Area Network, LAN, Controller
(162), WLAN, aktiviert oder deaktiviert wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Standby-Mo-
dus zum Aktivieren (332-338) oder Deaktivieren
(358-366) von Strom für wenigstens einen gehört
von einem Sender (146) und einem Empfänger (147)
des Kleinzellen-Zugangspunkt-Abschnitts des
Mehrmoden-Zugangspunkts.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Strom für den
wenigstens einen des Senders und des Empfängers
über ein Kleinzellen-Verwaltungssystem (136) akti-
viert oder deaktiviert wird.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei ermittelt wird,
dass ein bestimmtes UE innerhalb des kombinierten
WiFi-Abdeckungsbereichs vorhanden ist, basierend
darauf, dass das bestimmte UE ein 802.11-Assozi-
ierungsverfahren (302a-320d, 420a-420d) ausführt
mit wenigstens einem von: dem WiFi-Zugangs-
punkt-Abschnitt des Mehrmoden-Zugangspunkts
und einem einer Vielzahl von WiFi-Zugangspunkten
(160a, 106b) innerhalb des kombinierten WiFi-Ab-
deckungsbereichs.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei ermittelt wird,
dass ein bestimmtes UE innerhalb des kombinierten
WiFi-Abdeckungsbereichs vorhanden ist, basierend
darauf, dass das bestimmte UE ein 802.11-Untersu-
chungsverfahren (310a-310c, 410a-410c) ausführt
mit wenigstens einem von: dem WiFi-Zugangs-
punkt-Abschnitt des Mehrmoden-Zugangspunkts
und einem einer Vielzahl von WiFi-Zugangspunkten
(160a, 160b) innerhalb des kombinierten WiFi-Ab-
deckungsbereichs.

7. Ein oder mehrere nicht flüchtige greifbare Medien,
die Logik codieren und Befehle zur Ausführung ent-
halten, welche, wenn sie von einem Prozessor aus-
geführt werden, dazu betreibbar sind, Operationen
durchzuführen, die aufweisen:
das Verfahren (200, 300, 400) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 6.

8. Computerbefehle zur Ausführung durch einen Pro-
zessor (153), die die Befehle nach Anspruch 7 auf-
weisen.

9. Kommunikationssystem, das dazu konfiguriert ist,
das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6
durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé (200, 300, 400) comprenant :

la détermination (202), par un ou plusieurs élé-
ments de réseau (136, 180, 182, 162), du fait
qu’au moins un équipement utilisateur (110a,
110b), UE, est ou non présent au sein d’une
zone de couverture WiFi combinée comprenant
une pluralité de zones de couverture WiFi (166,
168a, 168b) pour une pluralité respective de
points d’accès WiFi (150, 160a, 160b), APs, la
zone de couverture WiFi combinée chevau-
chant une zone de couverture de petite cellule
(132) d’un point d’accès multimode (150), dans
lequel la partie du AP de WiFi et (152, 156, 157)
et une partie du AP petite cellule (140), dans
lequel la détermination est effectuée en commu-
niquant avec un ou plusieurs parmi une pluralité
d’AP WiFi ; et
la commande (204), par l’un ou les plusieurs élé-
ments de réseau, d’un mode d’économie de
puissance pour la partie du AP de petite cellule
du AP multimode, dans lequel la commande
comprend :

en réponse à la détermination du fait qu’au
moins un UE n’est pas présent au sein de
la zone de couverture WiFi combinée, la dé-
sactivation de puissance ou l’activation d’un
mode veille pour la partie du AP de petite
cellule du AP multimode ; et
en réponse à la détermination du fait qu’au
moins un UE est présent au sein de la zone
de couverture WiFi combinée, l’activation
de puissance ou la désactivation d’un mode
veille pour la partie du AP de petite cellule
du AP multimode.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la
puissance est activée ou désactivée via une com-
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mande (162) de réseau local sans fil, LAN, WLAN.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le mo-
de veille est associé avec l’activation (332-338) ou
la désactivation (358-366) de la puissance pour au
moins un parmi un transmetteur (146) et un récep-
teur (147) de la partie du AP de petite cellule du AP
multimode.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel la
puissance pour l’au moins un parmi le transmetteur
et le récepteur est activée ou désactivée via un sys-
tème de gestion de petite cellule (136).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un UE
particulier est déterminé comme présent au sein de
la zone de couverture WiFi sur la base de l’UE par-
ticulier terminant une procédure d’association
802.11 (320a-320d, 420a-420d) avec au moins un
parmi : la partie du AP de WiFi du multimode du AP
et un ou une pluralité de APs WiFi (160a, 160b) au
sein de la zone de couverture WiFi combinée.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un UE
particulier est déterminé comme présent au sein de
la zone de couverture WiFi sur la base de l’UE par-
ticulier terminant une procédure d’investigation
802.11 (310a-310c, 410a-410c) avec au moins un
parmi : la partie du AP de WiFi du multimode du AP
et un ou une pluralité de APs WiFi (160a, 160b) au
sein de la zone de couverture WiFi combinée.

7. Une ou plusieurs logique(s) d’encodage média tan-
gible non transitoire qui inclut des instructions pour
une exécution qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par
un processeur, peuvent être utilisées pour effectuer
des opérations comprenant :
le procédé (200, 300, 400) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 6.

8. Instructions d’ordinateur, pour l’exécution par un
processeur (153), comprenant les instructions selon
la revendication 7.

9. Système de communication configuré pour effectuer
le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 6.
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